
ROS
The Touch Base Ordering 
System for Restaurants

 You wish to boost                                 
productivity through new 
technology and reduction of          
Idle service time?

  Your aim to maximize customer 
satisfaction through efficient service.  
Searching for a reliable, modern, 
 ordering system for your restaurant?

MSITPL happy to present touch screen 
based Restaurant Ordering System (ROS).
Restaurant Management has been made so 
easy to use with ROS for your restaurant. 
ROS allows restaurant staff to function in 
methodical manner, and helps the 
restaurant owner and manager to have 
seamless end to end operation and achieve 
highest productivity in all aspect of their 
restaurant.
In today's competitive world, knowing and 
managing your business effectively has 
never been so important. ROS gives all the 
flexible and easy to use  system for your day 
to day operation giving the management 
the total control of business. Our system has 
developed by industry expert and 
professional who has extensive experience 
in the field.  

How does your restaurant benefit from a ROS?

It allows your service team to better coordinate 
its effort and places the emphasis back on its 
clientele. Fast ordering, processing, quick 
service and happy customers are your key 
benefits. As a result, you profitability increases 
from time saved on communication, fewer 
service trips by staff, grater table turn over, and 
repeat visits with satisfied customers.

MSITPL
TO CATER SOLUTION FOR OUR 
TRUSTED CLIENTS WITH 
TECHNICAL INNOVATION.
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The Touch Base Ordering 
System for Restaurants

 You wish to boost                                 
productivity through new 
technology and reduction of          
Idle service time?

  Your aim to maximize customer 
satisfaction through efficient service, 
Your searching for a reliable, modern, 
 ordering system for your restaurant?ROS is a Touch screen base restaurants 

ordering system. Restaurants Order 
Management has been made so easy with  
ROS installed in a Restaurant. ROS allows 
restaurant staff to function in methodical 
manner, and helps the restaurant owner 
and manager to have tight control in all 
aspect of their restaurant.
In today's Competitive world, knowing your 
business has never so important. ROS gives 
all the tools
necessary to understand the  Operation in 
details, giving the management the total 
control of their business.

How dose your restaurant benefit from a ROS?

It allows your service team to better coordinate 
its effort and places the emphasis back on its 
clientele. 
Fast ordering, quick service and happy 
customers are your key benefits.
As a result, you literally profit from time saved 
on communication, fewer service trips by staff,
grater table turn over, and repeat visits.

MSITPL
TO CATER SOLUTION FOR OUR 
TRUSTED CLIENTS WITH TECHNICAL 
INNOVATION.

HOW DOSE A ROS WORK...?

Taking 
order from 
customer

    He enters order information on 
the touch screen and then send
 it to the kitchen for processing. 
Simultaneously, your system 
receives the sales information
     for later billing.

Ones the guest wish 
to leave. ROS print 
the receipt and 
process the payment 
with system.

Order Taking &
Table Layout

Billing

Kitchen Order 
Display

MSITPL

Office No: 80, ‘A’ Wing, 6th Floor,
KK Market, Pune Satara Road,
Pune, India.
Pin: 411 043
Phone: +91 20 4120 1242
Email: sales@msitpl.com

www.msitpl.com

 SOP ULSTO TE ON IO N F OR R ESTAURANTS ORDERING...
Some of the ROS Features.....

?Set Menu and Prices
?Easy Order Management
?Accurate Billing and Printing 
?Comments for Kitchen
?Take Away and Delivery Management.
?Table Reservation with Graphical Layout       
?Multi  Staff - Waiters and Cashiers Management                           
?User Password Protection
?Reports and daily control sheets 
?Access from anywhere on tablet *                 
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